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Peculiar Activities update
The manuscript sits with the proofreaders at The Wild Rose Press. I’m looking
forward to the completion of the editing process. More to come --This month, a selection from Chapter Four:
An officer nodded toward Eddie and me, then addressed our boss. “I’m Officer
Krista Jimenez. This is Officer Stewart and Officer Miller. I was on routine patrol when
I noticed this Chevrolet with its lights on, but I couldn’t see anyone in the driver’s seat.
I drove into the lot and investigated. The driver’s window had been shattered inward,
and I saw a body slumped to the right into the passenger seat. I called for backup and
an ambulance.”
Jimenez hesitated, waiting for a reaction. Marconi said nothing while Eddie fidgeted
with his holster. “I found a significant blood pool from an obvious wound to the
victim’s head. I leaned in and checked for a pulse in his arm. The EMT unit arrived and
confirmed he was deceased.”
Marconi cupped a hand over her mouth and shut her eyes. She grabbed Eddie’s right
arm and pulled him toward her. “Come on.” They approached the car with me
following. Marconi peered through the smashed window. “Oh, God … his family.”
Eddie moved back, leaning against a light pole while Marconi pulled out her phone
and stepped away. I glanced into the car. Dick had fallen to his right, blood covering
the seats with spatter spread across the passenger window.
“What happened, Eddie?” I asked. “He was supposed to be driving by my
apartment.”
Eddie wiped his face. “Yeah … this isn’t a random shooting.”
“How do you know?”
“I’ve done this for almost forty years, my friend. That’s how I know.”
Marconi grabbed Eddie’s shoulder, clutching her phone in a fist in her other hand. “I
called Commissioner Bates. He’ll follow protocol and contact Dick’s wife for body I.D.
God, Eddie, you never can tell in this line of work.”
“Something’s not right with this,” he said.
She swiped at her bangs, then sighed. “Yeah. Why was Dick parked at the library at
eleven o’clock?”
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All photos used in the video and elsewhere are mine or
purchased through available resources.

Or things learned from people smarter than me.

Branding
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A key to marketing your publications is branding—
symbols, icons, logos, and so on. Your readers need to
see consistent visuals to associate your writing to your
“brand.” Both your writing and brand need to
complement one another. Below average writing or
insufficient branding will pull down your sales, and
future publications may be affected. We’ll see if I’ve
learned those lessons.

